
Bonti
 Bonti is a user-generated app store featuring in-app purchases
 using its blockchain based infrastructure and network native
 token called “Bonti” allowing Developers and Users having more
 secure and faster transactions with a full-control dashboard
 offering all the users to track every single transaction they have in
 the platform.
 Not only does Bonti offer the developers and users a unique app
 store, But also it gives them a chance to be rewarded by its native
 token “Bonti” which can be used to have in-app purchases and
 also further in can be used in Bonti NFT Marketplace and
Metaverse.

Our Services

What is Bonti?

Bonti Appstore

NFT Marketplace

Metaverse

 Bonti NFT Marketplace is a marketplace for
 developers and also users where they can
 mint their NFT or digital assets in general
 with native token of the platform called
“Bonti” and earn money!

 Bonti app store is an application center
 which enables the users to download
 every single app they need as fast as
 possible while allowing them to have
 in-app purchases with Bonti native token
 and be rewarded by it while having
 normal activities such as time spent in the
app or commenting and so on.

 Bonti Metaverse is a virtual world where players can
 buy LANDs using Bonti token which they have stored
 beforehand by using the app store, or purchase it or
have been rewarded.
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Title Description

Token Name

Token Symbol

Token Supply

Bounty Duration

Token for Presale

Token Type

Bonti

BONTI

369.000.000 units

18 months

123.000.000 units

Utility
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Competitive Advantages

Distribution of values   in the decentralized network

Shared value storage tool for users & developers

Multiple rewards in games and applications

Restrictions on the supply of token &  maintaining
the value of users' property

Granting the right to buy & sell users' virtual assets

Bonti store Galaxy store Google play Huawei store

How to earn Bonti?

  While you spend time playing games or discovering new apps in
 the Bonti Marketplace, as you reach a certain point, you will be
rewarded by BONTI for the time you’ve spent.

Usage Time

Like and Dislike
 Just by telling how you feel about an app or replying one’s idea,

you would be rewarded!

Comment and Reply
 No matter if you like an app or not, just honestly say that and be
 rewarded by BONTI! Just hit the like or dislike bottom and tell the
developer and other users your idea

Transactions
  Every transaction you have, whether you purchase or sell. you

 will be rewarded by BONTI.

 Did you enjoy an app a lot? Or was it only entertaining? Maybe it
 was terrible to use? Just let all the users know it by rating the
apps and be rewarded by our native token.

Rank

Download The Apps
 If you are sure about an app to use, just simply download that

from Bonti App Store and earn rewards per every app!

Referral
 Invite your friends to use Bonti App Store and download apps.
 This invitation letter is called “Referral Link” which will help you
 earn rewards.

Report
 Is there anything wrong with the app? Or have you seen anything

sensitive in the comment section? Just report and be rewarded!


